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Role model is someone who we look up to and 
someday would want to be just like them, because 
they inspire, motivate, care, respect you. In the 
film, Boyʼs role model is his Father, Alamein and 
his favourite dancer and singer Michael Jackson. 

Boy is waiting for his Dad to return 
from Prison, and spend time with him 
but he is also really impatient because, 
Alamein said to Boy that he will take 
him to see his role model Michael 
Jackson live on stage.  Alamein is also 
Boyʼs role model because he can 
dance like Michael Jackson. 



Rocky has Boy as his role model in the movie. Because he has no-one else to look up 
to. If he had his parents he would have known who to to look up to and would have 
had a better understanding of the real world. He looks up to his brother Boy because 
he is the older sibling in the movie. Along with Rocky, there is Boy who also has 2 role 
models in his life. 

One is Alamain and one is Michael Jackson. Alamein is boy’s 
role model because first because he can dance like Michael 
Jackson, the other thing is, there is like a thing going on form 
ages and centuries where the father mainly are the role models 
of their children's, because they do so much hard work to put 
food on the table for their kids and family to eat. A father is 
always a number 1 hero in a child’s life. This is the concept 
shown by Taika Waititi in the film where he himself is a father 
and things he does to spend time with Boy and Rocky, even 
though he has done many thefts in his lifetime, but he is always 
good with his kids and that’s what really matter for Boy, now 
that he doesn't have a mother to take care of him and Rocky. 

In this photo he is 
looking at Boy and what 
he is doing and he might 
copy or do similar things 
in the future when he 
gets older.
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Here are the events happened in the film, which 
gives us an idea of boy’s role model.

- Boy’s introduction of himself and what he 
likes, his role models more about his 
parents and family

- The scene were Alamein remember that 
Boy’s role model is Michael Jackson. So he 
dresses like him and dances just like 
Michael Jackson.

- Alamein as a role model is shown as 
someone who takes the best care of his 
children's and loves them so much. 

This photo Boy is with his brother Rocky
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